
What is the Cordaware bestinformed Alarm Edition?
The Cordaware bestinformed Alarm Edition is an extension of the bestinformed Professional Edition. It provides additional features, which specifically aim at fulfilling sophisticated requirements
for PC-based emergency alerts.

Cordaware bestinformed Professional Edition has its emphasis on instant mass-notification of a broad recipient-base, e.g. in case of incidence or evacuation. In addition, the Alarm Edition gears to
the targetd distribution of on-screen alerts per keystroke to a select number of recipients only, for example surrounding offices or security personnel.

For whom is the Alarm Edition designed for?
The Alarm Edition is designed for workplaces that are
potentially in danger of assault, harassment, vandalism
or similiar threats:

■	 Civil Service and Public Authorities
■	 Hospitals and Administration Departments
■	 Sensitive Business Units
■	 Public and Private Security Services

How does the Cordware bestinformed Alarm Edition work?
On the occurance of a hazardous situation, the affected employee presses a key or a key-combination on the PC's keyboard and immediately initiates a full-screen emergency alert. Instantly, the
alert is displayed on every computer of the targeted recipient-group, for example the surrounding offices and the guard service. If desired, the alert can contain an acoustic alarm as well.

What are the benefits of using Cordaware bestinformed Alarm Edition?
For the affected users, the introduction of the Cordaware bestinformed Alarm Edition entails a considerable increase in
workplace-security and -satisfaction. Sustainable positive effects are reduced stress symptoms as well as an increase in
well-being and health.

The impact of these benefits is evident:

■	 Increased Employee-Productivity
■	 Increased Emloyee-Security
■	 Increased Employee-Satisfaction with signifcant Stress Reduction

Cordaware PC-Alerts per keystroke!

1:03 PM

!!!ALARM!!!

John Doe needs help in room
01-103

I can´t helb
Recipients: 4.    Confirmed: 1.

Alert sent (Shortcut: F8)

All-clear

1:04 PM: The situation in room 01-103 is resolved. There is no thread any

Confirm help

Discrete Alarm-Initiation
From the perspective of the initiator, the alarm is silent,
meaning that the alarm is triggered imperceptible for
other persons in the room.

Instant Acknowledgement of Receipt
Instantly after the alarm is triggered, a status-window is
shown to the initiator, displaying the number of recipients
and the number of confirmations. This way, the initiator
can rest assured that the alert was recognized and that
help is on its way. The instant acknowldegement of receipt
supports the initiator to remain calm and to psychologically
master the situation.

All-Clear notification per keystroke
In case the hazardous situation is resolved, the initiator of
the alarm can post an all-clear message. This all-clear
message can be displayed as a banner instead of a full-
screen message.

■ 	Central, server-based administration and configuration of the clients

■ 	Arbitrary configuration of keystrokes for triggering alarms

■ 	Trigger alarms while screensaver is active, even with password-protection

■ 	Trigger alarms on the logon-screen as well

■ 	Easy integration of external input-devices, e.g. USB emergency-button

■ 	Play sound without additional sound card (uses mainbord's piezoelectric sound)

■ 	Individual formatting of alert and all-clear messages

■ 	Individual display-options for alert and all-clear messages (banner, popup)

■ 	Initiate multiple alerts at once for sending custom information to multiple target-levels

■ 	Instant acknowledgement of receipt for initiator

■ 	Post all-clear message per mouseclick

■ 	Alert can be sent additionally by email or SMS gateway

The primary benefits of the Cordaware bestinformed Alarm Edition at a glance

Contact us today for receiving your 30 days trial-version.
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Feel threatened? Safeguard your workplace!


